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Minimax Estimation of Location Parameters for 
Certain Spherically Symmetric Distributions* 
WILLIAM E. STRAWDERMAN 
Rutgers University 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
Families of minimax estimators are found for the location parameters of a 
p-variate distribution of the form 
where G(.) is a known c.d.f. on (0, co),p > 3 and the loss is sum of squared 
errors. The estimators are of the form (1 - ar(X’X)/E,( l/X’X)X’X)X where 
0 < a < 2, r(X’X) is nondecreasing, and r(X’X)/X’X is nonincreasing. 
Generalized Bayes minimax estimators are found for certain G(,)‘s. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Charles Stein [7] proved that the usual estimator of the mean of a multi- 
variate normal distribution with covariance matrix I is inadmissible for sum of 
squared errors loss if the dimension is at least three. James and Stein [6] 
exhibited an explicit estimator (1 - (p - 2)/Xx)X which beats the usual 
estimator X for that problem. Baranchik 12, 31 exhibited a family of estimators of 
the form (1 - (y(X’X)(p - 2)/X’X))X w h ere I( .) is monotone nondecreasing and 
bounded by 2. Baranchik [2], Strawderman [8], and Alam [l] have exhibited 
admissible minimax estimators for this problem. 
Stein [7] and Brown [4] have also shown that the inadmissibility of the best 
invariant estimator of a location parameter in three and higher dimensions is a 
general phenomenon and have exhibited classes of estimators which contain 
estimators dominating the best invariant procedure. However outside of the 
normal case little seems to have been done towards exhibiting explicit minimax 
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procedures which dominate the best invariant procedure. This paper addresses 
itself to this problem for a particular class of location parameter families, namely 
those families such that the density is given by 
where G(.) is any known c.d.f. on (0, co), i.e., “variance mixtures” of multi- 
variate i.i.d. random variables. While this class is certainly not the whole class 
of spherically symmetric unimodal location parameter families it is quite wide 
in the sense that a suitable choice of G(.) will cause all moments higher than 
any particular one to vanish. Hence the family contains “thick” tailed distribu- 
tions as well as “thin” tailed distributions. Assume we have a single observation 
X from a distribution and we wish to estimate 0 with loss given by L(B, 6) = 
/j 8 - 8 /12. Under the assumptions E,(X’X) < co (the subscript 0 denotes the 
value of 0 = 0) and Es( l/X/X) < co we show that (1 - a/XX&,( l/X’X))X is 
minimax provided 0 < a ,< 2. We thus have an analogue of the James-Stein 
estimator which reduces to the James-Stein estimator if a = I and a = 1, 
since l/E,( 1 /XX) = p - 2 in this case. Somewhat more generally we are 
able to show that the estimator (1 - (ar(X’X)/X’X))X is minimax provided 
that 0 < a < 2/Z&( 1 /XX), 0 < Y (XX) < 1, Y (XX) is monotone nondecreasing, 
and Y (Xx)/XX is monotone nonincreasing. This result therefore nearly dupli- 
cates the Baranchik result in the normal case except for the added condition that 
r(X)/X is decreasing. We conclude by exhibiting a class of generalized Bayes 
procedures with respect to the family of generalized prior distributions that 
distribute 1) 0 ]]s+~ uniformly on the positive real line, and showing that the 
resulting procedure is minimax for 0 < z < p - 2 for certain absolutely 
continuous G(.). This family of priors was studied in the Normal case by 
Baranchik [2]. 
The above results suggest that in order to beat the best invariant estimator 
8, in a general multivariate location parameter problem(with sum of squares loss), 
estimators of the form (1 - a/8,‘8,E,( l/S,,‘&,)) 8, with 0 ,< a < 2 may be 
appropriate. It is easy to see that if such an estimator is to dominate 6, , a must 
not be larger than 2. The author has been unsuccessful, thus far, in establishing 
sensible condition on the distribution of X other than those in the present paper 
for which the above can be proven. 
2. A FAMILY OF MINIMAX ESTIMATORS 
In this section we prove a result analogous to that of Baranchik [2,3] for a 
location parameter family of the form (1.1). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a single observation on a p-dimensional location 
parameter famiZy of the form (1.1). Let 6(x) = (1 - ar(X’X)/X’X)X, where 
0 < a < 2/E& l/XX) 0 < r( .) < 1, r(X’X) is monotone nondecreasing in XX, 
and r(X’X)/X‘X is monotone nonincreasing in X’X. Then 6(x) in minimax.for sum 
of squared errors loss provided that p > 3 both E,(x’X) and E,( l/X’X) are finite. 
Proof. The difference between the risk of X, the best invariant estimator, 
and 6(x) is given by 
R(e, X) - R(4 6(x)) = Eesll X - 8 II”) - 44 @) - 0 II”) 
= E,((2ar(X’X) X’(X - e)/X’X) - a‘%“(X’X)/X’X} 
> aE,{r(X’X)((2X’(X - e)/X’X) - a/X’X)}, (2.1) 
since r2(X’X) < r(X’X). We may view X as a random variable, such that for 
some auxiliary random variable u, (with c.d.f. G( .)) the conditional distribution 
of X, given c is normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix $1. We have then 
that 
w, x) - we, 6) 
3 E[E,{r(X’X)((2X’(X - 0)jX’X) - a/X’X) 1 u}] 
= E [E, [r(cr”(x’X/G))( (2 $ (-$- - ~)/X’X/C~) - (a/u2)(X’X)/c+) 1 u] 1. 
(2.2) 
For fixed u the inner conditional expectation in (2.2) may be evaluated 
using the Poisson representation of a noncentral chi-square with p degrees of 
freedom and noncentrability parameter I/ 8 l12/2u2 (as in Baranchik [3], Eqs. 
(1 S-( 1.9), e.g.). Hence 
w, XI - w, w) 
m 
=Slc 
e-]l@j12/202 (II 0 l12/2~2)k 
k=O k,! 
E [1(02x:+2k) (2 - +$ - y-f--)]/ dGb) 
u &+2k 
3 e-llel,2/202 (II e iivu2)k k! r 4ku;+ “) E 
4k a [2er-,, 
X II 
dG(u) 
pt2k u &tBk 
e-llW/2~z 
(II 0 ww 
k! ’ 
4ka2 + a Z 2(p - ~$72 -  a 
2 I[ u”(p + 2k - 2) II dG(a)’ 
(2.3) 
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since ~(~~“,+a,) is monotone noncdecreasing in cY$&+~~ and 
[ 
2--*--L] 
bf2k u X&k 
is negative for 02xi+ak < (4W + a)/2 and positive when the inequality is 
reversed. Using the fact that r((4ka2 + a)/2) is monotone non-decreasing in 02 
and (2( p - 2) a2 - a)/$( p + 2K - 2) 5 0 when ~3 5 a/2(p - 2) we have 
q4 X) - w, 8) 
2 e-jl,qp/z,e (II e ll”/2~2)k T 
2ka + 4P-2) 
I( 
2( p - 2)02 - a 
k! 2(p - 2) u”(p + 2k - 2) )I dG(‘-‘) 
= 
SI[ 
2(p - 2)u2 - a- 
02 1 
(ii 0 ,i;y)’ T(u(fl + 2k - 2)/20’ - 4) 
p+2k-2 (2.4) 
Now (2(p - 2) 2 - u)/u2 is a monotone nondecreasing function of u2. In 
addition since ~([a($ + 2k - 2/2(p - 2)1/p + 2k - 2) is a decreasing function 
of k, and the Poisson family has monotone likelihood ratio, . 
+(P + 2k - W(P - 2))- 
p+2k-2 
is also a monotone nondecreasing function of u2. Hence 
~(e, x) - 44 8) 
3 2(P - 2b2 - a 
U2 
X &41w/~~2 (ii e ii2/2u”)k '('(p + 2k - 2)/2(P - 2)) k! p+2k-2 )I 3 
dG(u) 
(2.5; 
and this will be positive whenever 
a < 2(p - 2,/s f Wu) = 2+0 (A). 
Hence S(x) has a risk function which is nowhere greater than that of X which is 
minimax. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. GENERALIZED BAYES MINIMAX ESTIMATORS OF 0 
Let the generalized prior density, with respect to Lebesgue measure, of 0 be 
given by g(B) = Ij 0 /I 2 - p+<. This amounts to distributing 1) 0 )\2+t uniformly on 
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the positive real line and then selecting a point on the p-dimensional sphere of 
radius jl 19 ]I according to a uniform distribution. These priors were studied in 
the normal case by Baranchik [2]. Th e g eneralized Bayes estimatator of 0 with 
respect to the above prior is given by S(x) = (S,(x), 6,(x),..., 6,(x)) where 
e-u/20~~llx-811~ 
S,(x) = 
SU ei *P 
11 0 //2-p+e dG] de 
e-u/20*~llx-eil~ 
UP 
I/ 0 l)2-p+r dG] de 
Sl ~-I14ie/2~* c,2 & ~ll~ll*/2~p E(ll 0 ,I"-"+.)/ dG(*) = 
’ 
s 
(3.1) 
(E(!I B 112--9+E)} dG(u) 
where 11 0 lla/S, given a2 and X, has a noncentral chi-square distribution with p 
degrees of freedom and non-centrability parameter II X /12/2a2. Hence 
x 2 (II x l12/2~2)k((P/+ 1 -WV+ 1+41 
k! P/2 + q(P + 24/2) 
f (II xI12/202)kq~ + 1 + 42) 
k=O k! TP + W/2) 
II 
X 
e--llXlle/202 11 X 112 a2-~+r i (II Tl’;;;J;ryk++;-2;‘2’ 1 dG(*) 
e-llxll*/20~ a2-P+f fk :I X l12/2a2)r(k + 1 + 42) 
k=O k! WP + W/2) I 
(3.2) 
We now assume (i) 0 < S ~2 dG(u) < 2/s l/u2 dG(u) < co (ii) if 7 = l/u2, 
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then the distribution of v is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure with density f(q), and f(q//3)( l/p) h as monotone likelihood ratio in 7 
when considered as a scale parameter family of distributions. Equivalently, 
provided f(v) > 0 for all 7 > 0, -logf(eY) is convex in y (see Lehmann 
E5, p. 3311). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (i) and (ii) 6(x) is minimax. 
Proof. The estimator 6(x) in (3.2) is already in the form (I- ar(X’X)/X’X)X. 
We apply Theorem 2.1 to establish minimaxity. 
We first show r(X’X) is monotone nondecreasing. The numerator of the 
derivative (with respect to Ij X 11”) of a ~(11 X 11”) is given by (ignoring constant 
factors). 
e-llXp/20~ g2-P+c -f (II Xl?/202)” W + 1 + 42) 
k=O I-(@ + 2k)/2) dG(a) t 1 
X e-//Xll"/20~*2--P+E 
f (11 xjh2(202)k r(k + 1 + e/2 tk + 1) -) dG(u) 
k=O T((P + W/2) (P + W/2 f 
- S! e-ilxllw7~ Q2-P+r f (II x l12/202)k+1 r(k + 1 + 42) k=O k! r((P + 24/2)(p -I- 2k)/2 
- e-lIxII*/202 u2-P+F m (II X/12/2u2)” r(k + 1 + 42) 
k:o k! T((P + 2k)/2)(p + 2k)/2 
X 
(!I 
e-llxll~/20~ u2-P+r 2 (II Xl12/2uZ)" r(k + 1 + 42)k -- 
k=O k! r((p + 2k)P) 1 
dG(o) 
- 
Sl 
e-llxl(~/202 ,2-a+c .f (11 Xl12/2u2)k+1 T(k + 1 + 42) 
k! r((p + W/2) 1 1 d6(4 k:=O 
= (Sl e-lIXll~/20~u2-P+~ f (II X 112/2~2)” r(k + 1 + 42) k! I’((p + 2k),‘2) 1 1 dW k=O 
x 
(I 
m (11 Xl12/2u2)k r(k + I + 42) p~/2u~ +-p+r z. 
k! F((P + 2k)/2) 
X [ 
k+l 
(P + 2k)/2 - (2k : <j/2 ] 1 dG(4) 
- u !e-IIXll"/20~ u2-P+r Oc (Ii Xl12/2~2)k r(k + 1 + 4) { k:O k! r((P + 2k)/2)(l’ + 242 j W4) 
X 
(SI 
e-/IXlla/202 u2-P+e f (II Xl12/2u2)k 0 + 1 + 4) 
k=O k! T((P + 2k)P) 
x 
[ 
k _ k(P + 2k - 2) 
(2k + cJ2/2 ] 1 W4). (3.3) 
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We may interpret (3.3) as 
E 
( 
K+l 
(p + 2K)/2 - (2K “+ c)/2 1 ( - E (p :2k),2 ) E fK - 
K(p+X - 2)/2 
(2K + <)/2 1 
= 4 E 
[ ( 
K + 1PK + 4 - K(P + 24 
(P + W(2K + ~1 1 
K(2K + c) - K(p + 2R - 2) 
2K+e )I 
=4 E K(2+c--)+r -E ’ 
[ ( 1 ( 1 ( 
E K(2 -t E - P) 
(P + W(2K + c) p+2K 2K + E )I 
= 4 cov 
c ( (2(i..;;K+E( (p+2K;(2K+t 
> 0. 
Since l/Q + 2K) is decreasing in K and (2 + l - p)K/(2K + c) is non- 
increasing (since (2 + E - p < 0). Hence Y(X’X) is nondecreasing. We now 
show that y(X’X)/X’X is nonincreasing. To this end it suffices to show that 
(3.4) 
is nondecreasing. We may view (3.4) as -%,W’+ 1 + +MP + W/21 
with respect to the distribution 
11 x 112/2u2)p T&++12;;l$)/ dG(u) 
K! 
(II Xl12/202Y W + 1 + 42) 
j! r((P + 2W) I dG(u) . j=O 
(3.5) 
Since [(K + 1 + e/2)/@ + 2k)/2] is a monotone increasing function of K it 
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suffices to show that the family of distributions (3.5) has monotone likelihood 
ratio in K. Hence it suffices to show if 11 X 11: > 11 XII:, for K = 0, I,..., that 
I s e-IIxII:/20* a2-P-c 
1. ,-v/2 yP - 2- c GM&) dV 2 v--2--s/a 
= 
s ,-v/2 ,P - 2- E  (+)kf(&)dV (::a 
is nondecreasing in K. But this follows easily from the assumption that f( V/l/X 11”) 
has montone likelihood ratio in II X l12. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that 
0 < w(X’X) < 2/E,(l/X’X) = 2(p - 2)/l f dG(a). 
A direct calculation shows 
e-IIxII*/20* u2-v+E f (II x Ily2uy qk + 1 + 42) 
k=O k! F((P + W/2) 
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decreasing in a2. Hence 
ar(X’X) < (p - 2 - c) (s u2 dG(u)) 
I dW 
X 
- 
I I 
* 
dG(u) 
(3.6) 
A term by term comparisong of the numerator and denominator of the 
bracketed expression in (3.6) shows that 
ar(x’X) < (p - 2 - c) I u2 dG(u) 
< 2(p - 2 - c)/j- f dG(u) < 2(P - 2)/j- f dG(u) 
by assumption (i). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. REMARKS 
One of the major drawbacks of these results is that they apply only to the 
case of one observation. It would be nice if the best invariant procedure based 
on a sample size n for one of the families studied herein had a distribution which 
it also in the class. Of course this is true if G(T) is degenerate. It would be 
interesting to know to what this may be generalized. 
We are able by the same technique as in Section 2 to prove an analogue to a 
result of Alam [ 11. Namely if 6(,) = X(+(Xx)) where 
+(xX) = 1 - afi(Xx)/(Xx)t+i. 
Then a(,) is minimax provided 
O<a<2p--4t--4 
ll f dG(u), 0 < f,(x’x)/(x’x)t < 1, f&Y-q 
is monotone nondecreasing in X’X, and f,(X’X’)/x’X, is montone nonincreasing 
in XX. 
It is also easy to see if 6(x) = +(X’X)X that the estimator 
S’(x) = {max(O, +(XX))}X 
will dominate 6(x) if P,{+(X’X) < 0} > 0 for any 0. 
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In Theorem 2.1 it is not necessary to assume that r(X’X)/X’X is monotone 
nonincreasing. It suffices to assume r(X’X) is monotone nondecreasing, 
0 <Y(X’X) < 1, and ’ 
Q < 2(p - 2) 4+@, j f W4 = y(+W -E, (A). 
A similar remark applied to the analogue of Alam’s result mentioned above. 
It is also clear that the results of Section 2 can be extended to the estimation 
of 8 for the family 
s 
e-(l/20e)(X-e)‘s-‘(X-e) 
f(X - e> = 
(2mr2 1 z I)P’2 
- dG(a) 
if the loss function is (6 - 0)’ Z-l@ - 0). 
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